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Pandora Discovered

Pandora: a planet full of picturesque
landscapes and diverse,beautiful but
mysteriously dangerous creatures. From
Earth’s Southern hemisphere, you can see
the Solar System where Pandora is
located (Alpha Centauri) resulting in it
being Earth’s nearest stellar neighbour
and the largest of the two sunlight stars. At 4.4 light years from our
planet, Pandora is one of the many moons orbiting Polyphemus- a gas
giant planet the size of Saturn. Due to the planet’s toxic atmosphere; it
is inhabitable to humans.

Appearance
Tranquil,tropical rainforests cover large parts of each of the continents-
a bit like the ones that grew on the Amazon basin but 5 times the size of
anything that could have grown on Earth. In a dream-like landscape
reminiscent of a marvellous megreek painting, vast like magnetic fields
coupled with exotic properties of Obtainium allow the hypnotizing
Hallelujah mountains to mystically float in flocks and are constantly
moving. When wearing an oxygen mask, humans can enter the planet
(which otherwise would not be possible due to a toxic atmosphere) and
begin their mining for precious and unheard of materials under
Pandora’s surface...

Animals and other Creatures
Unique,stupendous and dangerous.Just three words to describe
Pandora’s thought to have been mythical beasts. In Pandora you come
across a large variety of a species: Hexapods (which are 6 limbed) this
even includes the winged creatures of the skies; the humanoid Na’vi (a
group of creatures 9-10 feet tall, a shiny blue and look a bit like



humans); accompanying the Na’vi tribe is the  bohemian Dia Horse (also
6 legged and used for hunting and trekking) the banshee-which is used
for hunting from the skies. While those jaw-dropping creatures roam up
above, down on the canopy below other vicious predators rule: packs of

deadly viper wolves-because of where they live they
are brilliant tree climbers-;the thick skinned
hammerhead Titan Horus and finally the most
fearsome land predator the Phanator-as malicious as
any dinosaur! Although these animals sound extremely
evil, I can assure you each and every one is as inspiring
and as beautiful than any other creature (big or small)

that you have ever seen.

Lifestyle/Religion
Pandora, as you already know, is a planet full of idyllic wonders and
unknown history- so why do we know so much about it? By studying
the lifestyles and everyday life of the creatures of Pandora scientists
have discovered that all the creatures communicate using their nerval
systems. When night falls, every living organism on Pandora shows off
their bioluminescent qualities and sets the night aglow with a
bewitching light show in bursts of multicoloured patterns. Every plant,
animal and marine organism shares the same trait- admitting light in
strange arrays all over their bodies. The Na’vi are extremely religious.
Everyday, they worship and care for the Vetria Remunon- also known as
the Tree of Souls. As one of the wonders of Pandora, Vertria Remunon is
sacred to the Na’vi because they truly believe that it is the heart of the
deep connection between all living things. This graceful and dainty tree
looks willow arch (like one from a fairytale) and in the daytime is a dark
blue but at night is decorated with purple bioluminescent lights- like the
ones that cover all of the other living organisms. The tranquil Tree of
Souls disperses its seeds with ease due to them being wood sprites that
can fantastically float all by themselves!



What a perplexing planet Pandora...Full
of astonishing animals and thrilling
landscapes. A real wonder of our splendid
Solar System!


